Confidentiality Agreement

• 2019 NAEP results are embargoed until October 30, 2019
• Confidentiality Agreement – Will not share nor discuss NAEP data with anyone; will not copy, publish, announce or in any way make public the NAEP embargoed data; will keep data secure and confidential until NCES officially releases data to public.
• ANY breaches in the embargo could result in Delaware not having access to future NAEP data or subsequent pre-release workshops.
Overview

• 4th grade math scores in Delaware increased by 3 points. 8th grade math scores were not significantly different SY2017 to SY2019.

• 4th grade reading scores in Delaware decreased by 4 points. 8th grade reading scores decreased by 3 points.

• Subgroup (demographic) data from SY2017 to SY2019 did not show any significant changes.
Overview

- Mississippi was the only state to show improvement in 4th grade reading.
- 31 states had scores decline in 8th grade reading. Washington D.C. was the only state to improve in 8th grade reading.
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4th Grade Reading - 2019 NAEP Proficiency Levels

Below | Basic | Proficient | Advanced
---|---|---|---
Nation | | | |
Delaware | | | |
White | | | |
Black | | | |
Hispanic | | | |
Asian | | | |
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